
 Rotterdam, 31 October 2017 

o all of you who – for private or professional reasons – are, or will find yourself, dealing with personal injury cases.

1. People may see things from a different perspective.
2. T heory and practice influence each other.
3. If you want to claim damages in connection with personal injury, you have to be willing to sacrifice your privacy.
4. In our civilised world, there are two types of parties that bear the cost of damages; the government and insurance companies. Both parties thus 

fulfil a societal duty.
5. Insurance companies have consciously chosen to enter the world of personal damages for commercial purposes. This is not the case for victims. 

They end up in this world out of sheer bad luck. 
6. Any rights that a victim has to social benefits, paid out by the government, are not intended, by definition, to limit the cost for the insurance 

companies. Furthermore, they are not subject to the same criteria as the insurance claim. 
7. After an accident, victims often feel like they are caught in a whirlwind. It is up to their representative to help them through this, sometimes 

seemingly endless, storm. 
8. T he last thing the victim deserves during this period, is to be treated like a suspect by the insurance company. 
9. Incidentally: just as there are Miranda rights for suspects (the right to remain silent) that, according to penal law, must be handed over in 

writing to, and signed by, the suspect – the insurance company must put in writing that the victim has been informed of the desirability of 
employing the services of a representative who specialises in personal injury cases.

10. And, just as it is up to the criminal lawyer to make sure that the government honours the rules it has drawn up regarding the penal process, it is 
up to the representative to make sure that the insurance company operates in keeping with the code of conduct, as well as the rules of decency, 
drawn up by and for the insurance companies.

11. T he victim’s representative represents the individual interests of the victim. The role and position of the representative therefore do not mirror 
the role and the position of the insurance company. Also, the rules of conduct for representatives and insurance companies are very different. 

12. T he government is exempt from certain insurance obligations. If a government organisation is to be held liable for personal injury, then the same 
code of conduct applies to it as does to the insurance companies. 

13. T here is no relation between the representative and the insurance company pursuant to which the representative can be held to comply with the 
code of conduct and decency drawn up by and for the insurance companies. 

14. I f a representative is to choose between “receiving” or “paying” (as in; acting on behalf of the victim or the insurance company), then the 
insurance company must make the same choice as well.

15. F rom this point of view, legal aid insurers should no longer be allowed to offer “free” legal aid provided by their own in-house specialists for 
personal injury cases. 

16. As a matter of rule, a legal aid insurer must refer a case to a professional representative (for example a personal injury lawyer) if the party being 
held liable is also insured with this same insurance company. 

17. In theory, the possibility of limited financial interest should not withhold a representative from carrying out certain duties. 
18. One must not underestimate the long-term consequences of personal injury on the victim. 
19. I t is not up to the insurance companies to determine what the life of the victim would have been like, had he not had an accident. 
20. Representative malpractice gives rise to an unnecessary increase in secondary victimisation from an unexpected source. This type of practice 

should be completely eradicated.
21. T he task of a representative is so important, and so much depends on how he fulfils this role, that it should become a protected profession. 
22. T he task of a representative focuses on (the safeguarding of) the victims’ right to existence. This is a basic need. To this type of service, the low 

VAT rate should apply. 
23. An accident fully disrupts the life of the victim. As life is complex, personal injury is complex, too. It is a multidisciplinary affair. 
24. In the training programme of the various disciplines that come into play in the case of personal injury, a module should be introduced that 

focuses on the (thought) processes in the other disciplines involved.
25. As everyone plays the leading role in the film on their own lives, the creed “placing the victim on centre stage” is an empty one. 
26. “Return to autonomy” should replace “placing the victim on centre stage”.
27. “Placing the victim on centre stage” implies an attitude of all the professionals involved. “Return to autonomy” implies an assignment for these 

professionals.
28. If you remove all the fancy details, this boils down to two elements; “removing the burden” and “offering new perspective”.
29. T he ingredients for offering a perspective for the future are (i) affinity with the victim, (ii) an interest in their social environment, and (iii) a plan 

regarding appropriate (periodical) advance payments. 
30. For the victim, haste is an illusory need. Above all, the victim needs clarity (preferably in combination with a time schedule).
31. Advance payments are the oil on the hinges of the claims settlement.
32. A return to autonomy should be the primary purpose of the claims settlement. If this does not (or cannot) take place, then a right to full 

compensation – as an alternative claim – is a constitutional law in the virtual legal code of personal injury. 
33. Managing the damage is a reasonable commercial attitude for insurance companies. Reducing the damage is not. 
34. Procedural guidelines are an understandable interest. Material guidelines are not. 
35. A system of first party insurances can only work if it is legally determined that the insurance policy should offer at least the same coverage as 

would be due in the case of a legally-determined obligation to pay out damages.
36. T he criteria for disability for work in the context of a disability insurance should be the same as those for disability for work in the context of a 

claims settlement. The underlying problem is exactly the same.
37. An abstract damages calculation is more practical than an actual damages calculation and is therefore not only fair and equitable, but – above all – kind. 
38. An abstract damages calculation is the minimum. If the actual damages exceed this, then compensation of the higher damages can be claimed. 
39. To calculate the extent of the damages, we use: X – Y = Damages. X represents the situation had the accident not occurred and Y the situation in 

which the accident has occurred. 
40. T his formula is further elaborated upon by seeking an answer to the following three questions: (i) What injury did the victim suffer? (what are 

the complaints), (ii) What impairments does the victim now experience as a result? (what are the limitations for the victim), and (iii) What are the 
resulting financial consequences? (what is the extent of the damages).

41. Just because there is no medical explanation for a complaint does not mean that it does not exist from a legal perspective. 
42. Medical advisors who are employed by the insurance companies should (also) use the IWMD-questionnaire (which looks into the causal 

relationship) as a premise for their advice. The IWMD is the Dutch Interdisciplinary Task Force of Medical Experts.
43. T he principle of indemnity (stating that the insurance company does not have to compensate more than the damages) does not play a role in 

personal injury cases, because it presumes that the (exact) extent of the damage can be determined. Furthermore, the principle of indemnity is in 
conflict with the creed: “return to autonomy”.

44. If we place the victim on central stage, we must also look at his/her environment.
45. T he family in the capacity of victim is a form of transferred damages and is therefore a very serious head of damage.
46. If help is offered by others at no cost, then this does not mean that the damages are limited, only that they lie somewhere else. This is a form of 

transferred damages as determined in art. 6:107 BW (the Dutch Civil Code). 
47. T he system of transferred damages as determined in art. 6:107 BW is inconsistent. In the case of property damage or financial loss, the system is 

“broader”, while it should in fact be the broadest in the case of personal injury.
48. In theory, loss of income is calculated on a gross basis. As, in practice, it is referred to as a “loss of employability”, the calculation is done on 

a net basis. Consequently, the employer suffers a loss when it comes to the 107a claim, because he is expected to pay tax over the continued 
payment of net wages. The law should be amended on this point. 

49. T he continued developments in technology and globalisation give personal injury an international aspect. 
50. In international cases, the creed “lex loci delicti” should be replaced by “lex loci victimi”.
51. T he level of personal injury damages in the Netherlands is – compared to that of the surrounding countries – remarkably low, which is not only 

unfair, but also unjustifiable.
52. T he use of the Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY)-method for determining the level of personal injury damages is eminently justifiable. 
53. If the purpose of non-pecuniary damages is having a lifetime of “fun”, then a fiscal component, aimed at compensation for taxation on these 

damages, should also be included. If not, the award could be depleted before it had been used for what it had been granted.
54. Corrections for over-indemnification should only be made once all damages have been paid. As it is virtually impossible to determine the exact 

damages, such corrections should be carried out with care, even more so in the case of partial own guilt of the victim.
55. If adolescence is to be considered a period of emotional unaccountability, then adolescents cannot not be held guilty of contributory negligence. 
56. T he younger the victim, the greater the duty of the representative to ensure that the portion of the indemnification that is earmarked for the 

future can actually be used for the future. 
57. T he younger the victim, the greater the chance of under-compensation.
58. Personal injury and death should be approached in strictly the same way. That is not the case right now.
59. T he legislative bodies in the Netherlands are in remiss, since 1975, in introducing a legal right to non-pecuniary damages in the case of death.
60. T here is no justification for the fact that the injury that is to be considered the most lethal gives a right to only limited damages, and to only a 

limited group of people.
61. T he group of persons entitled to damages in death cases should be broader than merely the family. 
62. W hen an ex-spouse passes away, the former spouse, who received alimony, loses spousal support payments – as defined by the law. Excluding 

this category from receiving compensation is (i) an omission on the side of the legislator, (ii) not in keeping with modern times, and (iii) in 
conflict with the X – Y = Damages principle. 

63. T he criterion of not being able to provide for oneself is outdated when determining damages in case of death and should be set aside. It has 
already been taken into account in the X – Y = Damages principle. 

64. In the existing models used for calculating damages in case of death, it is best to make a distinction between monetary and non-monetary lost 
spousal support. 

65. Sexual desire is a primary need. The loss thereof therefore constitutes a type of non-monetary spousal support. 
66. Children are not only the victim of a divorce, they are also the victim if one of their parents passes away. And even more so if both parents pass 

away due to an accident.
67. T he loss of child support does not end automatically once they reach a certain age. 
68. T he loss of child support also does not end automatically once they complete an education / obtain a higher education degree. 
69. T he term for loss of non-monetary child support is longer than the term for loss of monetary support. 
70. T he suggestion, heard every now and then, to not distribute the consortium claim among the family members is in conflict with the legal concept 

behind art. 6:108 BW (concerning consortium claims). 
71. Cantonal court judges who are requested permission to reach an agreement on the damages in a consortium claim based on loss of dependency 

(involving minors who have a claim) must not think in terms of concentrating the assets, but rather in terms of their phased consumption. 
72. An insurance company cannot satisfy the claim of one party by simply transferring the amount due to the bank account of another party. 
73. T here is no trend towards increasing personal injury awards. The situation is that we are only now beginning to realise that the compensation 

awarded in the past was too low. 
74. V ictims use the indemnification they receive to finance the future. This is thwarted by the Box-3 levy (taxation of assets). This is why the Box-3 

levy over personal injury indemnification should be abolished. 
75. W hy should the victim, in the context of a monetary value calculated by the non-life insurance – in theory – have to accept a higher (fictitious) 

yield than the life insurance company – in practice – is willing to guarantee? 
76. If damages inflation is inevitable, this justifies an actuarial interest of 0%. 
77. As the value and/or continuation of government benefits fluctuate(s) over time, a victim who can hold a third party liable for their damages (or 

who has a claim on an insurance company in connection with these damages) should be denied their right to social provisions (which should not be 
confused with social benefits). This would be in keeping with the principle of placing the responsibility for damages with the party that caused them. 

78. An alternative would be to include a reservation in the claims settlement reached with the insurance company regarding the situation in which 
the government changes the nature and/or extent of the social provision(s) at some point in the future.

79. Insurance companies may not refer victims to the government for social provisions, as they have commuted the government’s right of recourse. 
The claim that the victim has on the government is, after all, a minimum provision, while the claim they have on the insurance company is for 
full indemnification, or – at the very least – a return to autonomy. 

80. T he quality of the adjustment process depends on the quality of the participants.
81. Quality is attention. Attention is communication. And communication is a matter of “you and me”.
82. T he majority of conflicts can be blamed on faulty communication. From this point of view, one would do well to invest more time in 

communication.
83. If you trust someone, you make them reliable. From this point of view, the quality of the adjustment process also depends on how much the 

parties trust/like each other. 
84. W hat something feels like is more important than how much it costs.
85. One should negotiate personal injury cases based on the Harvard model, as this model allows all parties to achieve a better outcome in less time 

and with fewer frustrations. 
86. T he personal injury process is, by its very nature, a damaging process. This becomes even more so if – should an agreement not be reached – the 

case has to go to court. 
87. If going to court proves necessary, then a partial dispute is to be preferred over an action on the substance of the case. 
88. T he court in the partial dispute should be granted more time, authority and/or procedural tools in order to be (more) efficient and effective in 

(more) personal injury cases. 
89. Parties should be able to bring disputes with the first party insurance company before the court in a partial dispute. The underlying issue is the 

same, after all.
90. T he last dispute in the personal injury settlement is also a partial dispute in the action in question. 
91. If an action on the substance of the case is brought before the court, this will multiply the accompanying frustration by a “factor of 10”. Just 

as there is a(n obligatory) warning on a package of cigarettes against the consequences, there should be a(n obligatory) warning against the 
consequences of starting an action on the substance of the case. 

92. If a victim wins a dispute, the insurance company that is held liable should also bear the (entire) cost of the proceedings. This is in keeping with 
the societal role and function of insurance companies. This can be achieved quite simply by declaring art. 1019aa Rv (the Dutch Code of Civil 
Procedure) applicable to (i) actions on the substance of the case and (ii) proceedings commenced by a petition in personal injury cases. 

93. T he instruction issued by the European Court in 1997 that (i) the interest and (ii) the cost should be compensated over and above the insured 
amount of a motor insurance policy, should apply not only to all countries, but to all insurances.

94. T he criterion for determining the extrajudicial costs should not be whether the total amount is in proportion to the determined amount of 
damages, but whether the actions of the representative could be expected of him at that point in time, seen from the point of view of the victim. 

95. Life is too short for a long and frustrating adjustment process. However, it can never be too long for a good glass of wine.  

Maarten Tromp  


